
ID#        Exam 3  PS 306, Spring 2005 
 (You must use official ID#) 
 
As always, the Skidmore Honor Code is in effect (and you’ll write the code and sign the form at 
the end of the exam). Read each question carefully and answer it completely. Have a great 
summer vacation! 
 
1. In a classic study, Tulving and Gold (1963) studied word identification under conditions of amounts of relevant 
and irrelevant context. Let’s conceive of their study as a 2x5 independent groups design, with Context (Relevant vs. 
Irrelevant) and Number of Words (0, 1, 2, 4, and 8) as the two factors. For the very briefly presented target word 
performer, for instance, some participants would see no preceding words (0) or the first 1, 2, 4, or 8 words from one 
of two sentences. The Relevant sentence was “The actress received praise for being an outstanding...” The Irrelevant 
sentence was “The dog retrieved the burrito from the neighbor’s...” Obviously, the issue was the extent to which the 
preceding context would help the participant to identify the target word that was presented very briefly. The 
dependent variable was the time it took the participant to identify the target word. Complete the source table below 
and analyze the data as completely as you can, providing an interpretation for the obtained results. [15 pts] 
 

 

12 68.333 3.200 .924

12 70.500 3.989 1.151

12 73.083 2.314 .668

12 67.917 2.778 .802

12 80.917 3.147 .908

12 55.917 3.679 1.062

12 84.333 2.964 .856

12 53.333 3.025 .873

12 92.500 3.425 .989

12 42.167 2.406 .694

Count Mean Std. Dev. Std. Err.

0, Irrelevant

0, Relevant

1, Irrelevant

1, Relevant

2, Irrelevant

2, Relevant

4, Irrelevant

4, Relevant

8, Irrelevant

8, Relevant

Means Table for ID Time

Effect: Number of Words * Context

 



2. Dr. Sally Forth is interested in studying the relationship between Locus of Control (a measure developed by Dr. 
Julian Rotter, with some people more Internal and some people more External) and the number of different people 
that a person has dated. She hypothesized that there would be a positive linear relationship between locus of control 
and the variety of a person’s dating partners (higher locus of control leading to greater number of different people 
dated). Dr. Forth collected data from 50 college students on her scale of Locus of Control (0 = External and 10 = 
Internal). Interpret her results (seen below) as completely as you can. If a person had a Locus of Control score of 7, 
what would be your best estimate of the number of different people that person would have dated? If a person had a 
Locus of Control score of 12, what would be your best estimate of the number of different people that person would 
have dated? Be very explicit in telling me why you would not be willing to accept the conclusion that one’s Locus of 
Control affected the number of different people one would have dated. [10 pts] 
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Number of Dates vs. Locus of Control

1 609.318 609.318 38.918 <.0001

48 751.502 15.656
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ANOVA Table

Number of Dates vs. Locus of Control

.285 1.205 .285 .237 .8138

1.228 .197 .669 6.238 <.0001
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3a. Several researchers, including Sheldon Solomon, are interested in the potential role of self-esteem. (Sheldon sees 
self-esteem as a buffer against the ills of the world, like fear of death.) Suppose that you are interested in studying 
the effects of self-esteem on anxiety. To that end, you assess participants’ self-esteem and select a group of people 
with Low Self-Esteem and an equal group of people with High Self-Esteem. (Thus, this variable is not manipulated.) 
Suppose that you are also interested in the effects of thinking about your own death (as Sheldon often does in his 
studies). To that end, you plan to have a second independent variable in which participants are asked to think about 
(1) their own death, (2) the death of a member of their immediate family (e.g., father, mother, sibling), (3) the death 
of a classmate who is a friend, (4) the death of a stranger who is also American, and (5) the death of a stranger who 
is a foreigner. You decide to use a physiological measure of anxiety, so your dependent variable is a combination of 
heart-rate, galvanic skin response (GSR), and blood pressure—all of which can be tracked in real time to assess 
anxiety levels (higher physiological response indicates higher anxiety). You produce vignettes describing each of the 
“death” conditions, which you will administer to each participant as a repeated factor. Thus, your study is a 2x5 
mixed design. Tell me in a fair amount of detail how you would actually conduct your experiment. [20 pts] 



3b. In the graph below, illustrate the results you anticipate you would find in such a study, then tell me what effects 
you expect to be found in the data you’ve provided and how you’d interpret such results. [10 pts] 
 

 
 
Main Effect for Death Thought Yes/No Why? 
 
Main Effect for Self-Esteem Yes/No Why? 
 
Interaction Yes/No Why? 
 
 
Interpretation: 



4. In the assessment of human research, people rely on the APA ethical guidelines. Briefly outline the guidelines 
relevant to assessing human research. Using those guidelines, would you have approved the West, Gunn, and 
Chernicky (1975) study about the impact of situational variables on the willingness of participants to commit a 
crime (burglary)? [10 pts] 



5. What are the principles that Fine and Kurdek argue one should use in determining whether or not a student should 
be listed as an author of a journal article? How are they defined? [5 pts] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Suppose that you are interested in designing some studies such that they would have sufficient power to detect 
differences. To that end, you would like to have 50 scores in each condition. For the designs below, how many 
participants would you need? [5 pts] 
 

Design Number of Participants 
 
A 5x6 completely independent groups (between) design. 
 

 

 
A 5x6 completely repeated measures (within) design. 
 

 

 
A 5x6 mixed design with the first factor between. 
 

 

 
A 5x6 mixed design with the second factor between. 
 

 

 
A 5x5 completely repeated measures design. 
 

 

 



7. When a stimulus is presented continuously and it does not vary in intensity, the individual will eventually 
perceive the stimulus as less intense or not perceive it at all. This phenomenon is known as sensory adaptation. 
Years ago, Zigler (1932) studied adaptation for skin (cutaneous) sensation by placing a small weight on part of the 
body and measuring how much time elapsed until participants reported that they felt nothing at all. Suppose that a 
researcher does a similar study, comparing adaptation for 4 regions of the body. A 500-mg weight is placed on the 
region, and the latency (in seconds) for a report that it is no longer felt is recorded for each participant. Complete the 
following source table and analyze the results from this experiment as completely as you can. [15 pts] 
 

 
 
 



8. Describe one experiment used by Rosenthal to argue for the presence of experimenter expectancy effects. [5 pts] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. What are demand characteristics? How did Martin Orne study such demand characteristics in the study of sensory 
deprivation or hypnosis (as discussed in your text)? [5 pts] 


